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Specifications:
Silent Subwoofer™

Dimensions: 5.375" H x 5.375" W
Frequency Response: 5 - 200 Hz
Weight: 11 lbs / 5 kgs
Impedance: 2 ohms
Warranty: One Year
Item Code: BK-SSW

Silent Subwoofer Car Audio Amplifier

Dimensions: 13.125” L x 9.625” W x 1.875” H
Weight: 11.5 lbs / 5.2 kgs
Power Output: Max. 800 watts @ 2 ohm x 1 

400 watts @ 4 ohm x 1
           RMS power of 200 watts @ 4 ohms
Warranty: One Year
Item Code: BKA-800-SSW

For purchase information, or to learn more about the
Silent Subwoofer™ for Car Audio, contact us at 1-888-676-2828
or visit our website at www.thebuttkicker.com

ButtKicker is a registered trademark of The Guitammer Company Inc.

Forget everything you’ve ever
known about bass audio shakers
or other tactile devices.

Silent Subwoofer™ for Car Audio, by ButtKicker® is in a class
of its own.

Based on a revolutionary patented low frequency transducer
design that is very different than voice coil shakers and other
tactile devices; the Silent Subwoofer for Car Audio allows you
to feel powerful bass without excessive volume.

And, the Silent Subwoofer is virtually indestructible and
maintenance-free.

Originally designed as a musically-accurate stage and studio
monitoring device by sound professionals and studio
engineers the ButtKicker is used by over 100 of the world’s
top touring groups - Green Day, Shania Twain, Usher, Alanis
Morissette, My Chemical Romance, Los Lonely Boys and
many, many others.

The ButtKicker family of low frequency transducers are used
around the world by theme parks, home theater professionals
and enthusiasts and computer and console gamers.

The Silent Subwoofer™ transfers the feeling range of low
frequency audio directly into the listener’s body, rather
than through the air as with a traditional loudspeaker.

The volume of the vehicle speaker system can be dramatically
lowered without sacrificing impact or tone perception.

Because it is silent outside the vehicle, the Silent Subwoofer
solves community noise ordinance issues caused by loud
subwoofers.

The Silent Subwoofer is mounted directly to the vehicle’s
frame and / or seating structure.

Because vehicles are designed to absorb road vibration the
Silent Subwoofer adds “tactile audio energy” to the vehicle’s
frame, enabling the passengers to feel bass without excessive
volume.

In fact, the Silent Subwoofer vibrates the overall interior
of the vehicle much less than an average subwoofer does.

It makes an average factory audio
system sound premium. It makes a
premium system breathtaking...
with or without a subwoofer.
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It’s more...It’s more... ...it’s less...it’s less
loud

noisy

obtrusive

annoying

extreme

intense

powerful

musical

Musical accuracy with superior transient response
Make an average audio system sound premium

Achieve optimal audio performance

Produce massive bass without noise ordinance complaints
Minimize door and panel rattles from speakers
Maximize your vehicle's usable space

Add a subwoofer without sacrificing trunk space.

Maximize a vehicle's usable space.
The Silent Subwoofer does not require an
enclosure and uses much less space than
a traditional subwoofer.

Doesn’t increase the volume in your car, but
can be configured to feel just as powerful as
an audible subwoofer.

Experience powerful bass without overpowering
noise levels.

Maximize overall audio effect - feel and hear
your bass like never before.

Complement any car audio system by adding
tremendous tactile low end. Can be used
with or without a subwoofer(s).

Produce the optimal audio performance for
any vehicle by combining the Silent Subwoofer
with a subwoofer.
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